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Amedeo Santosuosso 

Professor of Law, Science and New Technologies at the Department of Law, University of Pavia, and 
at the Institute for Advanced Study of Pavia (IUSS). He serves as President of the First Chamber at 
the Court of Appeal of Milan. He is one of the founders and current Scientific Director of the 
European Center for Law, Science and new Technologies (ECLT), which is an Interdepartmental 
Research Center at the University of Pavia (I). He is promoter and main organizer of the 
Technological Innovation and Law (TIL 2019) course. He is member of the World Commission on the 
Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology (COMEST – UNESCO). 
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Simona Bormida  

Simona Bormida is a senior lawyer supporting the Italian practice in monitoring and analyzing legal, 
practice and market developments; capturing and managing the Italian practice’s know-how; 
writing standard forms and practice notes; contributing to training; Simona also helps co-ordinate 
knowledge management activities more generally across the Italian office. Simona provides the 
Italian practice of White & Case with strategic direction on knowledge management and technology, 
developing and implementing the systems and processes that enable the Firm to use its collective 
knowledge to benefit its clients. Admitted to the Italian Bar since 2002, before joining the firm, 
Simona worked at Latham & Watkins as knowledge management lawyer and in top tier Italian firms, 
as an associate, focusing on corporate law, commercial transactions, M&A and real estate.  
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Gabriella Bottini 

Gabriella Bottini is a neurologist, neuropsychologist, full professor of Psychophysiology at the 
University of Pavia in the Department of Brain Behaviour and Science. Gabriella Bottini leads the 
Cognitive and Forensic Neuropsychology Lab and collaborates with the European Center on Law, 
Sciences and New Technologies at University of Pavia thanks to her strong expertise in forensic 
evaluation, especially in the fields of capacity and determinants of criminal behaviors. She leads also 
the Neuroscience and Society Lab, devoted to the study of the legal, ethical and social impacts of 
neuroscientific research. Furthermore, she directs the Cognitive Neuropsychology Center at the 
Niguarda Hospital of Milan that is agreed upon with the University of Pavia. She is responsible for 
the collaboration between the Niguarda Hospital and MIP of the Human Brain Project, focused on 
the implementation and analysis of clinical, behavioral and neuroimaging big data concerning 
patients with neurodegenerative diseases. Her main topics of research are the cognitive 
impairments of drug resistant epilepsy and dementia; the body representation impairments in 
patients with stroke, severe spinal cord injury and Body Identity Integrity Disorders (BIID). She is 
also interested in the interaction between Neuroscience and Law mainly focusing on its implication 
in patients with neurological and psychiatric diseases. She is the referee of a number of international 
journals and editor of Neuroscience Letter. She is author of more than 100 articles in national and 
international scientific journals and numerous chapters and books on the topic of Neuroscience and 
Neuropsychology. 
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Carlo Rossi Chauvenet 

Carlo Rossi Chauvenet is a lecturer in the Data Protection course at the LL.M. in Law of Internet 
Technology of Bocconi University and the Master in Technology Design Strategy and Innovation of 
Ca 'Foscari University of Venice. 
He is also a partner of the CRC Lex firm, based in Milan and Padua. He has a ten-year experience in 
some of the most important international law firms in Italy and UK, dealing with corporate law, 
international trade and internet law. He is co-founder of Iubenda, the first platform of Italian online 
law. He assists and represents some of the most important companies in the IT sector and new 
technologies. 
Education: Degree (Bocconi University), PhD (University of Padua), LLM in International Company 
Law (New York University), LLM in International Trade Law (National University of Singapore). 
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Elettra Currao 

Elettra Currao graduated cum laude in Law in February 2016 at Catholic University of Milan, with a 
thesis in Criminal law focused on "The right to be forgotten and new technologies". In March 2016, 
she started working as a legal trainee in a law firm focusing on civil law in Milan, and then, in April 
2016, she started the judicial apprenticeship at the Court of Appeal of Milan, in the Civil Division, 
with the Hon. Pres. Amedeo Santosuosso. She joined several projects focused on how Technology 
is impacting our Justice system. 
She became a lawyer in October 2018. 
Subject of major interest are criminal and civil law. 
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Antonio Gelameris  

Antonio Gelameris is a backend software developer with a strong passion for functional 
programming. Born in 1989, he took a degree in Physics at the University of Pavia with a thesis in 
Statistical Mechanics. He works mainly with Java and Scala languages and with distributed systems 
frameworks like Apache Spark with a particular attention on code’s performances. He is highly 
interested in programming languages theory and in their mathematical description. 
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Oliver R. Goodenough 

Oliver Goodenough’s practice and research at the intersection of law, technology, finance, 
economics, neuroscience and behavioral biology make him an authority in legal innovation. On the 
academic side, he is a Research Professor of Law at Vermont Law School and affiliated faculty at 
Stanford’s CodeX Center. He is also a Research Fellow of the Gruter Institute for Law and Behavioral 
Research, and an Adjunct Professor at Dartmouth’s Thayer School of Engineering.  He was formerly 
a visiting Researcher at the Office of Financial Research of the U.S. Department of the Treasury and 
served as co-Director of Harvard University’s Law Lab project.  At the University of Pavia, Professor 
Goodenough has frequently collaborated with the European Centre for Law, Science and New 
Technologies. He is the author or editor of numerous volumes and articles.  In practice, he is Special 
Counsel to the firm of Gravel & Shea, specializing in the law of financial technology. In the business 



world, he is a co-founder of Skopos Labs, Inc., which applies advanced AI to questions of law and 
policy. 
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Margaret Hagan 

Margaret Hagan is the director of Stanford's Legal Design Lab. She is a lawyer with a JD from Stanford 
and a PhD from Queen's University Belfast. Margaret works on public interest technology -- teaching 
classes in partnership with courts and self help centers and leading R&D around new applications, 
visuals, policies, and artificial intelligence to improve access to justice. She's originally from 
Pittsburgh.  
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Camilla Mantelli 

Camilla Mantelli qualified as attorney-at-law in Italy and the UK. Since 1999 she has been practicing 
with PwC with position of growing responsibility ranging from M&A to IP IT, from Compliance to 
Italian Legal Counsellor and Corporate Leader. In 2011, Camilla conceived, developed and founded 
legafacile.com, probably the first online legal service provider in Italy, delivering legal documents in 
contract, corporate and inheritance law areas and which consists of www.contrattonline.it, 
www.societarionline.it e www.ereditaonline.it platforms. In the recent years, Camilla has been 
collaborating with Iubenda – the Italian Legal Service Provider leader in e-Legal Compliance - as 
Legal Head. Camilla has been representing Italy in CodeX group meetings and research studies. 
CodeX is the branch of Stanford Law School focusing on research and development of computational 
law — the branch of legal informatics concerned with the automation and mechanization of legal 
analysis. Camilla has delivered lectures at the University of Insubria on requirements and 
compliance for Italian Start Ups and was among the speakers in panel at the European University 
Institute conference on “Opportunities and Challenges in Regulating Robotics and Artificial 
Intelligence in the Legal Sector”. Additionally, she is mentoring and supporting start uppers events 
and gathering promoted by Accelerators – the leading worldwide free consultancy service for online 
entrepreneurs -, Start Up weekends and Intesa San PaoloStart Up Initiative, Web Advisor, between 
others. Recently, Camilla has been invited to share her view on the status and future of the 
LegalTech industry at the Ceremonial Annual Opening of the Academic year at the Lawyers Bar.  
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Alberto Monti 

Alberto Monti is Full Professor of Comparative Law with tenure at the School of Advanced Studies 
IUSS Pavia, Italy. He held tenure as Associate Professor at Bocconi University in Milan from 2003 to 
2011 and coordinates the Legal Area in the CINEAS professional programme in Insurance at the 
Politecnico di Milano (Milan Institute of Technology) since 1999.  
Admitted to the Italian Bar (1998) and to the Supreme Court Bar (2011) he is specialised in the fields 
of torts, contracts, insurance, reinsurance, banking and financial laws. Professor Monti is a member 
of the International Association of Defense Counsel (IADC), the European Law Institute (ELI) and the 
International Academy of Comparative Law (IACL). 

http://legafacile.com/
http://www.contrattonline.it/
http://www.societarionline.it/
http://www.ereditaonline.it/


Alberto is also international legal Consultant for the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Financial Affairs Division - Insurance and Private Pensions Committee (Paris, 
France), for the Brazilian Institute of Insurance Law (since 2002) and has been Consultant for the 
World Bank (Washington, D.C.). 
He received his J.D. (1995, cum laude) from the University of Milan Law School, his LL.M. (2000, Int’l 
Legal Studies) from New York University (NYU) School of Law and his Ph.D. (2001, Comparative Law) 
from the University of Trento. He has been Visiting Scholar (1994, 1996) and Fellow (1997) at the 
University of California at Berkeley School of Law, Italian National Reporter in the Common Core of 
European Law Project, Hauser Global Scholar at New York University (1999/2000) and Research 
Fellow at the ICER - International Centre for Economic Research (2001, 2002). Member of the board 
of editors of the law review “Diritto e Fiscalità dell’Assicurazione” (formerly “Diritto ed Economia 
dell´Assicurazione”), he is a Chief Editor of the electronic journal “Global Jurist”.  
Professor Monti published books, articles and reports on Comparative Law, Insurance and 
Reinsurance Law and Economics, Financial Management of Catastrophic Risks, Contract Law and 
the Law of Business Torts.    
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Alessandro Palombo 

Alessandro is an expert in legal technology and Fintech. He is currently CEO and co-founder of Jur, 
a decentralized oracle system for legal agreements on the blockchain . Alessandro also founded 
another legal tech company and worked as an advisor or cofounder for many other start-ups. He is 
qualified as a lawyer and has a Ph.D. in Public Law at Sapienza University, and a Master's degree in 
Global Market Regulation. 
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Giulia Pinotti 

Giulia Pinotti graduated cum laude in Law from the University of Pavia in 2016 and the same year 
she obtained her final degree at the University School for Advanced Studies (IUSS) Pavia. She was 
student of the Collegio Ghislieri, Pavia. Since September 2016 Giulia is a PhD candidate in 
administrative law at the University of Milan, in co-tutorship with University Paris I. She is working 
on the automation of the Public Administration’s decisions.  
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Lucia Sacchi 

Lucia Sacchi is assistant professor at the Department of Electrical, Computer and Biomedical 
Engineering at the University of Pavia, Italy. She is running the module of Artificial Intelligence in 
Medicine during the second year of the Master in Bioengineering, and she is co-responsible of the 
module of Medical Informatics at the second year of the undergraduate program in Bioengineering, 
both at the University of Pavia. She's got a Master Degree in Computer Engineering and a PhD in 
Bioengineering and Bioinformatics, both taken at the University of Pavia. She was post-doctoral 
fellow at the University of Pavia and Senior Research Fellow at the Brunel University, London, UK. 
Her research interests are related to data mining, with particular focus on temporal data, clinical 
decision support systems, and technologies for biomedical data analysis. She has participated to 



several national projects, and to projects funded by the EU. She is the Chair of the IMIA working 
group on Data Mining and Big Data Analytics, she is vice-chair of the board of the Artificial 
Intelligence in Medicine (AIME) Society, and member of the board of the Italian Society of 
Biomedical Informatics (SIBIM). She is part of the Editorial Board of BMC Medical Informatics and 
Decision Making, of Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, of the Journal of Biomedical Informatics (JBI), 
and she is Academic Editor for PLOS ONE. She is a member of the Scientific Program Committee of 
several international conferences and workshops. She has co-authored more than 80 scientific peer-
reviewed publications on international journals and international conferences. 
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Gianluca Salviotti 

Gianluca Salviotti is Associate Professor of Practice of Information Systems at SDA Bocconi School 
of Management. Since January 2018, he is Information Systems Faculty Deputy at SDA Bocconi 
School of Management. At SDA Bocconi, he is coordinator of the research Lab “Digital Enterprise 
Value and Organization” (DEVO Lab), Professor of Management Information Systems and Digital 
Transformation EMBAS, EMBAWE and MISA, Coordinator for the Executive Education programs “IT 
Governance”, “IT Risk Management”, “Digital Architect”. He conducted research and training 
projects for the largest ICT companies and for the most important groups in Italy. His research 
activities focus on enabling technologies for digital transformation, on links between business 
complexity and IT Governance and on IT risk management. Currently, he is working with the Design 
Lab of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) on the identification and assessment of high 
impact digital technologies. He is also working on a research project aimed at analysing the main 
impacts of digital technologies on manufacturing companies, as well as on a research focusing on 
the bank branch of the future. Since 2006, he is working on a research program on IT Governance 
frameworks. He is the author of numerous books and articles on Information Systems and Digital 
Transformation. He won the SDA Best Coordinator Award in 2011 for Executive Education (Custom 
Programs) and in 2012 for Research. In 2013, he received the award for the best innovation project 
from Claudio Demattè Research Division. In 2014, he won the Google Faculty Research Award with 
a study on small and medium enterprises digitalization. In 2015 and 2016 he has received the 
Teaching Award for the university program “Computer Skills for Economics”. Gianluca earned a 
Degree and a Ph.D. in Business Administration & Management both form the University of Pavia. 
He received the International Teachers Program diploma from the China Europe International 
Business School (CEIBS, Shanghai-Beijing). 
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Giovanni Sartor 

Giovanni Sartor is part-time full professor in legal informatics at the University of Bologna and part-
time professor in Legal informatics and Legal Theory at the European University Institute of Florence. 
He obtained a Ph.D. at the European University Institute (Florence), worked at the Court of Justice 
of the European Union (Luxembourg), was a researcher at the Italian National Council of Research 
(ITTIG, Florence), held the chair in Jurisprudence at Queen’s University of Belfast (where he now is 
honorary professor), and was Marie-Curie professor at the European University of Florence. He has 
been President of the International Association for Artificial Intelligence and Law. He has published 
widely in legal philosophy, computational logic, legislation technique, and computer law. 
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Marta Tomasi 

Marta Tomasi got her PhD in Comparative and European Legal Studies at the University of Trento 
and currently holds a post-doc position at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano. In the past few years 
she conducted research activities for the University of Trento and for the European Centre for Law, 
Science and New Technologies of the University of Pavia. She is involved in teaching activities in 
public law and comparative constitutional law for the Faculty of Economics of the Free University of 
Bozen-Bolzano and for the Faculty of Law of the University of Trento. During her academic studies 
she spent a period as a Visiting Scholar by the Hastings College of the Law in San Francisco and The 
King’s College in London. Her main fields of interest are comparative constitutional law, biolaw and 
bioethics, the protection of fundamental rights in biomedicine, children’s rights, immigration law. 
She the author of several papers and articles published in national and international scientific 
journals. Since 2007 she's been cooperating with the Biolaw Project of the Faculty of Law in Trento 
and is one of the Associate Editors of BioLaw Journal – Rivista di BioDiritto. 
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Gijs van Dijck 

Van Dijck is an empirical legal scholar who specializes in tort law, insolvency law, and research 
methodology, including empirical legal research. Research topics include the role of non-monetary 
relief in tort law, apologies and law, the effects tort law has on behavior, class actions, funding 
mechanisms in bankruptcies, and legal analytics ('big data'). He has taught courses on tort 
law, contract law, property law, legal methodology, and empirical legal research. 
Van Dijck has published in top journals including the Journal of Empirical Legal Studies and the 
Oxford Journal of Legal Studies. He has been a speaker at various conferences, including ones at 
Oxford, Harvard, Yale, Duke and Cornell. He was a visiting scholar at Stanford University in 2011. 
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